COMMERCIAL

DESIGN
THAT LASTS

Based on more than 40 years of experience we
have perfected the best way to manufacture &
install washrooms for education, with hundreds of
nurseries, schools, colleges and universities across
the UK and Ireland all in our Supply & Fit portfolio.

Our washrooms for commercial
and office projects are designed to
meet the needs of each brief.

Our values remain the same. We are ready
to go the extra mile to make it happen
within your budget and timescale.

We put our systems through more rigorous
tests than most other manufacturers and
guarantee our products for up to ten years.

Thank you for considering Petal as
your partner for washrooms.

That’s why we can say with
confidence ‘Design that Lasts.’
Patrick Monaghan
Managing Director

Rich, natural wood veneer

Flush inline design

Undermount bowls

Compact mirror housing system

Designed to Perform
At Petal, we excel at delivering outstanding quality
and style for mid range washroom applications.
Our range of washroom solutions for Commercial & Office
environments is vast enough to ensure every client can enjoy
a unique offering specific to the needs of their business.
With a wide range of colour options, the design can reflect
the corporate identity of each organisation, and the robust
materials used will ensure even the highest footfall locations
will withstand the wear and tear of daily office use.
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Why Petal?
Tamper proof fixings

Outstanding strength

Continuous wall channel

Quality fittings

All school washrooms, cubicle systems, changing room
benches and toilet partitions adopt securely engineered
dowelled fixings for superior tamper proof performance
which avoids the need for ugly visible through panel fixings.

Petal’s cubicle system design, which utilises either a floor fitted
pilaster foot or a continuous leg, ensures exceptional strength
compared to alternative systems which typically use pedestal
legs and patch fittings.

Our cubicle systems are typically fixed to the wall in a
continuous aluminium channel which gives stability not seen in
alternative cubicle systems which use single point cleat fixings.

Our fittings are tried and tested over many years
to ensure long service life and to enhance user experience.

Guaranteed
Quality
Designed, manufactured
and installed by one team
Installed by our own team of trained and skilled fitters.
100% commitment to delivering quality projects.
Petal does not take its brand statement Design That Lasts lightly.
Petal offers more choice with an outstanding
range of finishes and the option to develop quality
solutions for every washroom project.
We offer more service, with a dedicated team focused
on delivering snag free installations, right first time.

Testimonial

Akor has worked with Petal Washrooms for many
years on several Primark stores and has developed
an excellent working relationship during that period.
Petal provides the quality and level of service we
expect for our clients and we can always count
on them at all stages of the order process.
Richard Fransen,
Procurement,
Akor

We Listen

How We Work

A quick & efficient
approach from
concept to completion
Delivering well planned, hard working washrooms
requires a co-ordinated approach. We guide you
to the best solution. Help select the right system,
and… We stay with you from the very start to the
very end! One contact throughout.
Our Sales team are equipped with a full range of
working samples for client approval. Our laminate
colour samples are available on request.

01 Initial Contact

05 Action - off to work

02 A Quick Response

06 Installation

03 Design, Tech Spec, Quote

07 Satisfied Customer

04 Agreeing the Project

Cubicle Systems

Washroom
Cubicles

Duo
A versatile cubicle system, Duo is a great value range,
capable of performing well in many applications.
Duo offers a 150mm floor clearance and is suitable for
high traffic public and staff areas. The compact grade
laminate also makes it ideal for use in damp installations
such as showering applications. In every case the Duo
system can avail of the huge range of colour and wood
effect laminates in our latest Colour Collections.

Head Clearance Height
1950mm
Overall Cubicle Height
2006mm
Privacy Design
150mm floor clearance

Fin Plus
Fin’s profiled aluminium pilasters make a strong
architectural statement, guaranteed to bring a sense
of quality to any washroom. The Fin Plus system offers
floor to ceiling privacy with the use of overdoor panels.

Head Clearance Height
1950mm
Overall Cubicle Height
Full height up to 3000mm
Privacy Design
50mm floor clearance (door)

Fin
Fin’s profiled aluminium pilasters make a strong
architectural statement, guaranteed to bring
a sense of quality to any washroom.

Head Clearance Height
1950mm
Overall Cubicle Height
2070mm
Privacy Design
150mm floor clearance (door)

Line
Plus
Flush fronted with clean and minimalist styling.
Line Plus is finely detailed with rebated doors featuring
hardwood edges and set back pilaster feet that
accentuate the system’s unbroken smooth appearance.

Door Thickness
30mm
Floor Clearance Height
50mm
Overall Clearance Height
2400mm

Line
Flush fronted with clean and minimalist styling.
Line is finely detailed with rebated doors featuring
hardwood edges and set back pilaster feet that
accentuate the system’s unbroken smooth appearance.

Door Thickness
30mm
Floor Clearance Height
150mm
Overall Clearance Height
2000mm

National Concert Hall, Dublin

Vanities

Vanities

Duct Panel Systems

Duct & Access
Panels

Panel
Options
The Petal duct panel system is highly versatile and can
accommodate all wall and ceiling configurations.
Our technical department will translate your washroom
plans into a detailed duct panel system which will
enhance any washroom environment. Petal offer a
fully bespoke service for duct panels so every system
is produced in our workshops for efficient troublefree installation on-site by our expert fitting teams.

Available Options
P100-HPL Square Edge
P200-HPL Postformed
P300-CGL Polished Radius
P400-Glass-Backpainted
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Half Height Duct & Access

100

FLOOR

100

Aesthetically, a wide range of panel
materials, laminate finishes, panel and
flash gap combinations are available
and particular suitability can be
discussed with our technical team.

430

A variety of practical panel fixing
methods are available and will be
discussed when the sanitary ware and
plumbing choices are confirmed with
details of any special requirements such
as hinged or locked access etc.

100

Robust factory assembled steel subframes form the support for the specified
flash gap and face panel materials. This
results in an extremely versatile solution
which can accommodate the specific
plumbing layout of each project.

670

Varies
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CEILING

Floor to Ceiling
4 No. Panels

Floor to Ceiling
3 No. Equal Panels

Sample
Service
Our Sales team are equipped with a full range of working
samples for client approval and are happy to arrange
a viewing at a location to suit you. We also have a full
range of laminate colour samples available on request.
The latest Petal colour collections contain a vast
array of solid shade and wood grain options. Our
Surface Choice volumes 1 and 2 are available via our
website, with chip cards also available on request.
Larger A5 laminate samples are also available on request.

Surface Choice

Vol: 1

Surface Choice

Vol 2

DESIGN
THAT LASTS

Thank you for considering Petal
as your partner for washrooms.

T 00800 1981 1981 or
Email sales@petal.co.uk

www.petal.co.uk

Head Office

Dublin Office

Bracknell Office

Petal Postforming Ltd.
10 Dromore Road,
Irvinestown,
Co. Tyrone
N. Ireland, BT94 1GZ

Petal Postforming Ltd.
Suite 10168,
27 Upper Pembroke Street,
Dublin 2, Ireland
D02 X361

Petal Postforming Ltd
Venture House,
2 Arlington Sq,
Bracknell, Berkshire
RG12 1 WA

Tel +44 (0) 28 6862 1766
Fax +44 (0) 28 6862 1004
Email sales@petal.co.uk

Tel +353 (1) 4600 877
Fax +353 (1) 4600 881
Email sales@petal.co.uk

Tel +44 (0) 1344 893 990
Fax +44 (0) 1344 893 930
Email sales@petal.co.uk

